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Nonexistence of holomorphic submersions between complex unit balls
equivariant with respect to a lattice
and their generalizations
Vincent Koziarz and Ngaiming Mok*
Abstract. In this article we prove first of all the nonexistence of holomorphic
submersions other than covering maps between compact quotients of complex
unit balls, with a proof that works equally well in a more general equivariant
setting. For a non-equidimensional surjective holomorphic map between com-
pact ball quotients, our method applies to show that the set of critical values
must be nonempty and of codimension 1. In the equivariant setting the line of
arguments extend to holomorphic mappings of maximal rank into the complex
projective space or the complex Euclidean space, yielding in the latter case
a lower estimate on the dimension of the singular locus of certain holomor-
phic maps defined by integrating holomorphic 1-forms. In another direction,
we extend the nonexistence statement on holomorphic submersions to the case
of ball quotients of finite volume, provided that the target complex unit ball
is of dimension m ≥ 2, giving in particular a new proof that a local biholo-
morphism between noncompact m-ball quotients of finite volume must be a
covering map whenever m ≥ 2. Finally, combining our results with Hermit-
ian metric rigidity, we show that any holomorphic submersion from a bounded
symmetric domain into a complex unit ball equivariant with respect to a lattice
must factor through a canonical projection to yield an automorphism of the
complex unit ball, provided that either the lattice is cocompact or the ball is
of dimension at least 2.
In the study of holomorphic mappings and rigidity problems on compact quo-
tients of bounded symmetric domains the case of n-ball quotients has always oc-
cupied a special place in terms of formulations of problems and methods of their
solution. (Here and in what follows by a quotient of a bounded symmetric domain
we will always mean a quotient with respect to a discrete torsion-free subgroup of
biholomorphic automorphisms, and an n-ball quotient means a quotient of the n-
dimensional complex unit ball Bn.) The method of harmonic maps of Siu ([Siu1],
1980) makes it possible to obtain holomorphic maps from harmonic maps into m-
ball quotients under mild conditions, because the canonical Ka¨hler-Einstein metric
on the complex n-ball is of strictly negative curvature in the dual sense of Nakano.
In the case where m = 1 any harmonic mapping f : X → C from a compact
Ka¨hler manifold X onto a compact Riemann surface C of genus ≥ 2 of maximal
rank at some point leads by the study of holomorphic foliations associated to f
to a holomorphic mapping g : X → C′ onto some compact Riemann surface C′.
(Siu [Siu3]). This means in general that representations of Ka¨hler groups into au-
tomorphism groups PSU(m, 1) are associated to holomorphic objects. When X is
an irreducible compact quotient of a bounded symmetric domain, Margulis super-
rigidity (Margulis [Ma], 1977) or the method of Hermitian metric rigidity (Mok
*Research partially supported by the CERG grant HKU7034/04P of the the HKRGC, Hong
Kong.
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[Mok1], 1987) implies that any holomorphic mapping f : X → Z into a compact
m-ball quotient Z is necessarily constant, unless if X is itself an n-ball quotient for
some n. From this perspective holomorphic maps between compact quotients of
complex unit balls are special and yet they are essential for completing our under-
standing of holomorphic maps between compact quotients of bounded symmetric
domains, and more generally of linear representations of their fundamental groups.
For the case of a holomorphic mapping F : Bn → Bm, n > m ≥ 1, between
complex unit balls of maximal rank at some point and equivariant with respect
to a representation of some cocompact lattice, it is generally believed that any
such mapping must be singular at certain points. Especially there ought to be no
holomorphic submersions f : X → Z between compact quotients of complex unit
balls X := Bn/Γ and Z := Bm/∆, n > m ≥ 1. In this article for convenience
we will refer to the latter as the Submersion Problem (for compact quotients
of complex unit balls). The Submersion Problem for n = 2 and m = 1 was
settled by Liu ([Liu], 1996), in which more generally the nonexistence of regular
holomorphic fibrations on compact 2-ball quotients was proven by means of Chern-
number inequalities on surfaces arising from Teichmu¨ller theory. In this article
we resolve the Submersion Problem in all dimensions, proving more generally
the nonexistence of holomorphic submersions from Bn into Bm, n > m ≥ 1,
equivariant with respect to some representation Φ : Γ→ Aut(Bm).
In Siu ([Siu2], 1984) there is a problem whether any holomorphic embedding
between compact quotients of complex unit balls must necessarily be totally geo-
desic provided that the domain manifold is of dimension ≥ 2. The problem can
be slightly generalized to allow for holomorphic immersions and the generalized
problem will be referred to as the Immersion Problem (for compact quotients of
the complex unit ball). In Cao-Mok [CM] the Immersion Problem was solved in
the affirmative under the additional assumption that the complex dimensions k
resp. ℓ of the domain manifold resp. target manifold satisfy ℓ < 2k. The starting
point was an adaptation of an algebraic identity of Feder’s ([Fe], 1965) on Chern
classes (in the case of the projective space) to the context of compact quotients
of the complex unit ball. Here Cao-Mok worked with the kernel of a closed non-
negative (1,1)-form arising from the second fundamental form of the holomorphic
immersion. As it turns out, the same algebraic identity of Feder’s can be adapted
to the the study of holomorphic submersions from Bn onto some open subset of
Bm, n > m ≥ 1. Denoting by ωk the Ka¨hler form of the complete Ka¨hler man-
ifolds of constant holomorphic sectional curvature −4π on the complex unit ball
Bk, for any holomorphic mapping F : Bn → Bm by the Schwarz Lemma we have
F ∗ωm ≤ ωn, and the difference ωn−F ∗ωm is a closed nonnegative (1,1) form which
we will show to have a nontrivial kernel of dimensionm at each point. We conclude
that F : Bn → Bm is a Riemannian submersion and derive a contradiction from
curvature properties of the complex unit ball.
One of the new features that has come out from studying the Submersion
Problem is a generalization of the solution of the Submersion Problem to subva-
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rieties of compact quotients of the complex unit ball. As an illustration we prove
that the set of regular values of a surjective holomorphic map f : X → Z between
compact quotients of complex unit balls does not contain any compact algebraic
curve C by studying the hypothetical holomorphic submersion on f−1(C) ⊂ X .
In relation to non-equidimensional surjective holomorphic maps f : X → Z be-
tween compact quotients of complex unit balls, it should be noted that Siu raised
in [Siu2] the problem whether such maps can exist when dim(Z) ≥ 2. There is at
this point no convincing evidence one way or another. Our results are applicable
to holomorphic maps from compact quotients of unit balls onto compact Riemann
surfaces which were studied in Siu [Siu3]. At the same time, they provide some in-
formation on the critical values of such hypothetical maps when dim(Z) ≥ 2 which
could be useful for further investigation on the original question of Siu’s hitherto
unanswered. Moreover, our methods are also applicable for surjective holomor-
phic maps from compact n-ball quotients into the complex projective space and
compact complex tori (although the proofs are simpler), and in the latter case a
formulation in the equivariant setting yields new information for critical values of
the integrals of linearly independent Abelian differentials on the covering complex
unit ball.
In another direction our methods can be generalized to non-compact com-
plex hyperbolic space forms of finite volume. (Here a complex hyperbolic space
form means a quotient of the complex unit ball by a torsion-free discrete group
of automorphisms.) In relation to the Submersion Problem we show that any
holomorphic submersion between non-compact complex hyperbolic space forms of
finite volume must be a topological covering map (hence equidimensiona1) pro-
vided that the target manifold is of complex dimension ≥ 2, noting that in the
1-dimensional case there are plenty of unramified holomorphic maps between non-
compact complex hyperbolic Riemann surfaces of finite volume which fail to be
topological covering maps. Our methods also lead to a general structure theorem
for holomorphic submersions from bounded symmetric domains to the complex
unit ball Bn equivariant with respect to a lattice Γ, showing that they must factor
through a canonical projection to yield an automorphism of the complex unit ball
itself, provided that either Γ is uniform (i.e., cocompact) or m ≥ 2 (and Γ is a
non-uniform lattice).
Acknowledgement. The current article is in part the fruit of research discussion
between the authors while the first author was visiting the University of Hong Kong
(HKU) in July 2007. The latter would like to thank members and the secretarial
staff of the Department of Mathematics of HKU for their hospitality.
§1 Nonexistence of holomorphic submersions equivariant with respect
to a cocompact lattice
We start by fixing some conventions and terminology. A complex manifold is
understood to be connected. For complex manifolds Y and Z, a mapping h : Y →
Z is said to be a holomorphic submersion if and only if h is holomorphic and dh is of
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rank equal to dim(Z) at every point. A proper holomorphic submersion h : Y → Z
(which is necessarily surjective by the Proper Mapping Theorem) will be called a
regular holomorphic fibration if and only if dim(Z) ≥ 1 and fibers of h are also
positive-dimensional. When fibers of h are connected, h : Y → Z realizes Y as the
total space of a regular family of compact complex manifolds Yt := h
−1(t). When
one and hence any fiber of h has k > 1 connected components, then there is a k-
fold unramified cover ρ : Z ′ → Z and a regular holomorphic fibration h′ : Y → Z ′
with connected fibers such that h = h′ ◦ ν.
In the study of holomorphic mappings between compact quotients of bounded
symmetric domains, in view of Hermitian metric rigidity [Mok1] what remains to
be understood is essentially the case where the domain manifold is a compact n-ball
quotient. In this direction there was the work of Cao-Mok [CM] on holomorphic
immersions between compact quotients of complex unit balls. In our study of the
Submersion Problem aiming at proving the nonexistence of regular holomorphic
fibrations between compact quotients of complex unit balls it will be clear that the
methods are equally applicable to holomorphic submersions which are equivariant
with respect to a cocompact lattice on the domain complex unit ball, and the
discreteness of the image of the underlying homomorphism does not play any
essential role. For this reason we will state and prove the first result in this
broader context. We have
Theorem 1. For a positive integer k denote by Bk the k-dimensional complex
unit ball, and by Aut(Bk) its group of biholomorphic automorphisms. Let Γ ⊂
Aut(Bn) be a cocompact lattice of biholomorphic automorphisms. Let Φ : Γ →
Aut(Bm) be a homomorphism and F : Bn → Bm be a holomorphic submersion
equivariant with respect to Φ, i.e., F (γx) = Φ(γ)(F (x)) for every x ∈ Bn and for
every γ ∈ Γ. Then, m = n and F ∈ Aut(Bn).
We observe also that torsion-freeness of Γ ⊂ Aut(Bn) is not needed in the
hypothesis as one can always pass to a torsion-free subgroup Γ0 ⊂ Γ of finite index
to prove the theorem. As a corollary to Theorem 1 we have immediately
Corollary 1. In the notations of Theorem 1 suppose furthermore that Γ ⊂ Aut(Bn)
is torsion-free, and write X = Bn/Γ. Then, there does not exist any regular holo-
morphic fibration f : X → Z onto a compact m-ball quotient with 1 ≤ m < n.
Corollary 1 for the case of n = 2 was established by Liu ([Liu], 1996) by means
of geometric height inequalities in the case of curves over a complex function field
of transcendence 1, i.e., for complex surfaces fibered over a compact Riemann
surface. Liu’s result was used by Kapovich [Ka] to show that the compact 2-ball
quotients constructed by Livne´ [Liv] have incoherent fundamental groups, i.e.,
they contain finitely generated subgroups which are not finitely presentable. The
proof of Liu [Liu] makes use of inequalities arising from Teichmu¨ller theory, and
as such does not apply to the case of Γ-equivariant holomorphic maps into the
unit disk. It also does not generalize to regular holomorphic fibrations of n-ball
quotients over compact Riemann surfaces of genus ≥ 2 for n ≥ 3, in which case
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we are dealing with fibers of complex dimension ≥ 2.
In 1965, Feder [Fe] proved that any holomorphic immersion τ : Pk → Pℓ
between complex projective spaces is necessarily a linear embedding whenever
ℓ < 2k. He did this by using Whitney’s formula on Chern classes associated
to the tangent sequence of the holomorphic sequence, thereby proving that the
degree τ∗ : H2(P
k,Z) → H2(Pℓ,Z) must be 1 under the dimension restriction, a
condition which forces the vanishing of the k-th Chern class of the holomorphic
normal bundle. An adaptation of Feder’s identity was used by Cao-Mok [CM] to
study the Immersion Problem for the dual situation of holomorphic immersions
between compact quotients of complex unit balls. For the Submersion Problem we
have an associated short exact sequence, and the dual of that sequence is formally
identical to the tangent sequence associated to holomorphic immersions, except
that the role of the tangent bundle is played by the cotangent bundle. At the level
of Chern classes Feder’s identity remains applicable. Representing first Chern
classes in terms of the canonical Ka¨hler-Einstein metrics and higher Chern classes
by means of the Proportionality Principle of Hirzebruch, we are able to prove the
following vanishing result on certain differential forms which serves as a starting
point for the proof of Theorem 1.
Here and in what follows we will denote by ωn the Ka¨hler form of the complete
Ka¨hler-Einstein metric of constant holomorphic sectional curvature −4π on the
complex unit ball Bn = {z ∈ Cn : ‖z‖2 < 1}. Writing the metric as ds2 =
2Re
∑
gij¯dz
i ⊗ dz¯j in local holomorphic coordinates, its curvature tensor is
Rij¯kℓ¯ = −2π(gij¯ gkℓ¯ + giℓ¯ gkj¯).
The constant is chosen so that for the dual Ka¨hler metric on the complex projective
space Pn, of constant holomorphic sectional curvature 4π, the Ka¨hler form ωPn
represents the positive generator of H2(Pn,Z), as can be seen from the Gauss-
Bonnet formula on P1. For a quotient X := Bn/Γ with respect to a torsion-free
lattice Γ we will write ωX for the Ka¨hler form induced by ωn. When we have a
holomorphic mapping F : Bn → Bm equivariant with respect to a representation
of Γ, the (1,1)-form F ∗ωm is invariant under Γ, which induces a (1,1)-form on
X to be denoted by ωm, bearing in mind that there is implicitly the underlying
holomorphic map F . We have
Proposition 1. Let F : Bn → Bm, X = Bn/Γ be as in the statement of
Theorem 1. Then ωn − F ∗ωm is a nonnegative closed (1, 1)-form on X, and[
ωX − ωm
]n−m+1
= 0 as an (n − m + 1, n − m + 1)–cohomology class. As a
consequence
(
ωX − ωm
)n−m+1 ≡ 0 on X.
Proof of Proposition 1. By the choice of normalization of canonical metrics it fol-
lows that the total Chern class of Pn is given by
(
1+[ωPn ]
)n+1
. By the Hirzebruch
Proportionality Principle the total Chern class of the tangent bundle TX is given
by
c(TX) =
(
1− [ωX ]
)n+1
. (1)
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In particular ck(TX) is a multiple of [ωX ]
k for 1 ≤ k ≤ n. From the Φ-equivariant
holomorphic submersion F : Bn → Bm, the level sets of F define a Γ-equivariant
holomorphic foliation which descends therefore to a holomorphic foliation F on
X = Bn/Γ. We denote by TF the associated distribution onX . Consider the short
exact sequence 0 → TF → TX → NF → 0 on X , which defines the holomorphic
normal bundle NF of the foliation F . Since NF is obtained by pulling back the
tangent bundle of Bm by F : Bn → Bm and descending to X , an analogue of (1)
applies to NF , giving
c(NF ) =
(
1− [ωm])m+1. (2)
On the other hand, since the short exact sequence is defined everywhere on X , by
Whitney’s formula we have(
1− [ωX ]
)n+1
= c(TX) = c(TF )c(NF ) = c(TF )
(
1− [ωm])m+1. (3)
Since (Bn, ωn) and (B
m, ωm) are both equipped with complete Ka¨hler-Einstein
metrics of constant negative holomorphic sectional curvature of the same negative
constant, by the Schwarz Lemma we have F ∗ωm ≤ ωn. Proposition 1 is then a
consequence of the following elementary algebraic identity taken from Feder [Fe]
for which we include a proof for the sake of easy reference.
Lemma 1. For the compact complex hyperbolic space form X = Bn/Γ let α, β ∈
H2(X,R). Suppose for 1 ≤ k ≤ n − m there exists γk ∈ H2k(X,R) such that
(1 + α)n+1 = (1 + γ1 + · · ·γn−m)(1 + β)m+1. Then, (α− β)n−m+1 = 0.
Proof. Let γ ∈⊕nk=0H2k(X,R) be the formal quotient (1 + α)n+1(1 + β)−(m+1).
Writing γk for the component of degree 2k in γ, the notation is consistent with
those in the statement of Lemma 1, and we have γn−m+1 = 0. We compute γn−m+1
formally. For an element δ of the graded cohomology groups of even degrees we
write δk for its element of degree 2k. We have
0 = γn−m+1 =
(
(1 + α)n+1(1 + β)−(m+1)
)
n−m+1
=
∑
k+ℓ=n−m+1
(−1)ℓ (n+ 1)!
k! (n− k + 1)!
(m+ ℓ)!
m! ℓ!
αkβℓ
=
∑
k+ℓ=n−m+1
(−1)ℓ (n+ 1)!
k! (n− k + 1)!
(n− k + 1)!
m! ℓ!
αkβℓ
=
∑
k+ℓ=n−m+1
(−1)ℓ (n+ 1)!
(n−m+ 1)! m!
(n−m+ 1)!
k! ℓ!
αkβℓ
=
(n+ 1)!
(n−m+ 1)! m! (α− β)
n−m+1
as desired. 
We are now ready to give a proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. Consider the closed (1,1)-form ρ := ωX − ωm on X . By
Proposition 1, ρ ≥ 0 and ρn−m+1 = 0. Since by definition F ∗ωm vanishes on the
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level set F−1(w) for any w ∈ Bm, on Bn the (1,1)-form ωn − F ∗ωm agrees with
ωn on each level set of F , of dimension n−m, so that ρ must have at least n−m
positive eigenvalues everywhere on X . The identity ρn−m+1 ≡ 0 implies that at
every point x ∈ X , all other eigenvalues of ρ(x) are zero. In other words, there
exists an m-dimensional complex vector subspace Hx ⊂ TX,x transversal to TF,x
such that ρ(x)|Hx ≡ 0.
From the short exact sequence 0 → TF → TX → NF → 0 there are two
different ways to endow the holomorphic vector bundle NF with a Hermitian
metric. First, endowing the holomorphic tangent bundle TX with the Hermitian
metric gX defined by the Ka¨hler form ωX , NF = TX/TF inherits a Hermitian
metric h as a Hermitian holomorphic quotient vector bundle. On the other hand, Γ
acts on the Hermitian holomorphic vector bundle F ∗TBm , and the latter descends
to a Hermitian holomorphic vector bundle on X which is isomorphic to NF as
a holomorphic vector bundle. From this we obtain another Hermitian metric
h′ on X . We argue that the two Hermitian metrics h and h′ agree with each
other. To see this at x ∈ X write TX,x = TF,x ⊕ Hx as a complex vector space.
When measured against the Hermitian inner product gX(x) on TX,x, the direct
summands TF,x resp. Hx are eigenspaces of the Hermitian inner product defined
by ρ(x) corresponding to the eigenvalues 1 resp. 0. As a consequence they must
be orthogonal to each other. For an element η ∈ NF,x, the norm ‖η‖h of η with
respect to h is given by the minimum norm of ‖η˜‖gX with respect to gX , as η˜
ranges over all (1,0)-vectors at x which projects to η modulo TF,x. Now that
TX,x = TF,x ⊕ Hx is an orthogonal decomposition, η lifts to η0 ∈ Hx, and ‖η‖h
is nothing other than ‖η0‖gX . However, since ρ|Hx ≡ 0, we have ωm|Hx ≡ ωX |Hx ,
so that ‖η0‖g = ‖η0‖h′ , proving that h ≡ h′. In other words, F : Bn → Bm is an
isometric submersion in the sense of Riemannian geometry.
Therefore, if m = n, F induces a (local) isometry of Bn onto itsfelf, so that F
sends local, hence global, geodesics of Bn to geodesics of Bn. It must be injective
and proper, hence a biholomorphism.
We suppose now that n > m and we wish to get a contradiction. We can
compute the curvature tensor of the Chern connection on NF associated to the
metric h = h′ in two different ways. Denote by σ ∈ C∞1,0(X,Hom(TF , NF )) the
second fundamental form of the Hermitian holomorphic vector subbundle TF ⊂ TX
with respect to the Ka¨hler-Einstein metric gX and by σ
∗ ∈ C∞0,1(X,Hom(NF , TF ))
its adjoint. Let x ∈ X and let (ξ1, . . . , ξn) be an orthonormal basis of TX,x with
respect to gX(x) such that ξm+1, . . . , ξn belong to TF,x. Writing Θ resp. Θ
′ for the
curvature tensor of (TX , gX) resp. (NF , h) at x we have by a classical computation
of Griffiths
Θ′
jk¯λµ¯
= Θjk¯λµ¯ +
〈
σ∗
ξ¯k
(ξλ), σ∗ξ¯j
(ξµ)
〉
gX
for any j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n} and any λ, µ ∈ {1, . . . , m}, where we have identified NF,x
with Hx = T
⊥
Fx
(see for example [De]). But recall that
Θjk¯λµ¯ = −2π(δjk¯δλµ¯ + δjµ¯δλk¯)
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and since h = h′, Θ′ is the pullback by dF of the curvature tensor of TBm :
Θ′
jk¯λµ¯
= −2π(δjk¯δλµ¯ + δjµ¯δλk¯), ∀ j, k, λ, µ ∈ {1, . . . , m}
= 0 in other cases.
Comparing the different relations, we easily deduce that the family
{σ⋆
ξ¯j
(ξλ)√
2π
: (j, λ) ∈ {m+ 1, . . . , n} × {1, . . . , m}
}
of vectors of TF,x is orthonormal. If m ≥ 2, it is clear (because of the dimensions)
that the latter property can never be verified and we get the desired contradiction.
If m = 1 then NF is a line bundle. For any x ∈ X , if ξ, ξ′ ∈ TF,x and η ∈ NF,x
〈
σξ(ξ
′), η
〉
h
=
〈
ξ′, σ∗
ξ¯
(η)
〉
gX
and the above property implies that the restriction of σ : TF ⊗ TF −→ NF is
everywhere non-degenerate. In other words, if ΩF denotes the dual bundle of TF ,
then TF and ΩF⊗NF are isomorphic as smooth complex vector bundles (actually,
they are isomorphic as holomorphic vector bundles since σ is in fact holomorphic,
but we will not need that in what follows). In particular, their first Chern classes
coincide, hence c1(TF ) = −c1(TF ) + (n − 1)(−2ω1), i.e., c1(TF ) = −(n − 1)ω1.
Now, still as cohomology classes,
−(n+ 1)ωX = c1(TX) = c1(TF ) + c1(NF ) = −(n+ 1)ω1
and this is impossible because F is a holomorphic Riemannian submersion with
n > m. The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
§2 On the singular loci of holomorphic submersions
From the proof of Theorem 1 we obtain also the following result regarding regular
holomorphic fibrations which also applies to the case where the target manifold is
a compact complex torus or the complex projective space. The complex unit ball
equipped with a complete Ka¨hler-Einstein metric is sometimes referred to as the
complex hyperbolic space. In this context a quotient of the complex unit ball by
a torsion-free discrete group of biholomorphic automorphisms is sometimes called
a complex hyperbolic space form.
Theorem 2. Let n > m ≥ 1. Let Γ ⊂ Aut(Bn) be a torsion-free cocompact lattice
of biholomorphic automorphisms, X := Bn/Γ. Let Z be an m-dimensional com-
pact complex hyperbolic space form, compact complex torus or complex projective
space. Let f : X → Z be a surjective holomorphic map and denote by E ⊂ Z
the smallest subvariety such that f is a regular holomorphic fibration over Z −E.
Then, there is no compact analytic subvariety of positive dimension in Z −E. In
particular, E ⊂ Z is of complex codimension 1.
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Proof. On f−1(Z − E) we have the short exact sequence of holomorphic vector
bundles 0 → Tf → TX → N → 0, where N denotes the holomorphic normal
bundle of the holomorphic foliation F defined by the relative tangent bundle Tf ,
so that c(TX) = c(Tf )c(N) holds on it. Let Q ⊂ Z−E be an irreducible complex-
analytic curve. Restrict the short exact sequence to the compact complex-analytic
subvariety f−1(Q), even if Q may have singularities. Denote by ωZ the closed
(1,1)-form on Z such that −(m + 1)ωZ is the first Chern form of a canonical
Ka¨hler-Einstein metric gZ on Z. This is consistent with notations in the proof
of Proposition 1 if Z is a compact quotient of the m-ball, and is defined for the
case of compact complex tori and the complex projective space in such a way
that Proposition 1 remains applicable. We conclude from cn−m+1(N) = 0 and
Proposition 1 that [ωX − f∗ωZ ]n−m+1 = 0 as a cohomology class on f−1(Q).
In case Z is a compact complex torus or the complex projective space, this is
already a contradiction since ωZ is nonpositive and hence ωX − f∗ωZ is strictly
positive, and the subtle case is the complex hyperbolic case, where ωX − f∗ωZ is
only known to be nonnegative. In this case, arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1,
we find that f|f−1(Q) : f
−1(Q) → Q is a Riemannian submersion above each
nonsingular point of Q, if f−1(Q) (resp. Q) is endowed with the metric induced
by gX (resp. gZ). Let z ∈ Q be a regular point of Q and consider the exact
sequence of bundles on the fiber P = f−1(z)
0 −→ TP −→ Tf−1(Q)|P −→ NP −→ 0
where TP is the tangent bundle to the manifold P and Tf−1(Q) is the tangent
bundle to (the regular part of) f−1(Q), both equipped with the metrics induced
by gX . We also endow the normal bundle NP = Tf−1(Q)|P /TP with the quotient
metric denoted by h. Let x ∈ P and let (ξ1, . . . , ξn−m+1) be an orthonormal
basis of Tf−1(Q),x such that ξ2, . . . , ξn−m+1 are tangent to the fiber P . Writing
Φ resp. Φ′ for the curvature tensor of Tf−1(Q)|P resp. NP , we have for any
2 ≤ j, k ≤ n−m+ 1,
0 = Φ′
jk¯11¯ = Φjk¯11¯ +
〈
τ∗
ξ¯k
(ξ1), τ
∗
ξ¯j
(ξ1)
〉
gX
,
where the second fundamental form τ ∈ C∞(P,Hom(S2TP , NP )) of the subman-
ifold P ⊂ X is considered as an element of C∞1,0(P,Hom(TP , NP )), and τ∗ ∈
C∞0,1(P,Hom(NP , TP )) is its adjoint (again, we identify NP with T
⊥
P ). In particu-
lar, because of the Chern-Weil formula (Tf−1(Q)|P being a holomorphic subbundle
of TX|P ), for any η ∈ NP,x and any ξ ∈ TP,x,
2π‖ξ‖2‖η‖2 ≤ −Φξξ¯ηη¯ =
〈
τ∗
ξ¯
(η), τ∗
ξ¯
(η)
〉
gX
=
〈
τξ(τ
∗
ξ¯
(η)), η
〉
h
.
Since the line bundle NP is trivial along P , τ can be seen as a symmetric bilinear
form on TP . By the previous inequality, τ is non-degenerate on TP,x and this
is true for any x ∈ P . As a consequence, TP and T ∗P are isomorphic as smooth
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bundles and therefore c1(TP ) = 0. But c1(TP ) < 0 because X is Ka¨hler-Einstein
with negative Einstein constant and TP is a holomorphic subbundle of TX |P , so
we obtain a contradiction, proving Theorem 2. 
From the statement of Theorem 2 we deduce readily
Corollary 2. A compact complex hyperbolic space form does not admit any reg-
ular holomorphic fibration over a compact Ka¨hler manifold of constant holomor-
phic sectional curvature (i.e., a compact hyperbolic space form, a compact complex
torus, or a complex projective space). As a consequence, a compact complex hyper-
bolic space form does not admit any regular holomorphic fibration over a compact
Riemann surface.
Remarks. Corollary 2 follows already from an easy extension of the proof of
Theorem 1 to cover the case where the target manifold is the complex Euclidean
space or the complex projective space (as included in the proof of Theorem 2). The
last statement of Corollary 2 was covered by Liu [Liu] in the special case when the
domain manifold is of dimension 2. Corollary 2 leaves open the question whether
nontrivial regular holomorphic fibrations over higher dimensional base manifolds
can exist on compact complex hyperbolic space forms of dimension ≥ 3.
We include some results which follow readily from modifications of the proof
of Theorem 1. In the proof of Theorem 1, where we derive a contradiction by
assuming that the Φ-equivariant holomorphic mapping F : Bn → Bm is a holo-
morphic submersion, the argument actually works to arrive at a contradiction
provided that the set of singularities of F , i.e., the subset Sing(F ) ⊂ Bn over
which dF is not of maximal rank, is sufficiently small. More precisely, if Sing(F )
is of dimension < m − 1, then removing Sing(F ) has no effect on cn−m+1(NF ).
This is so because a generic hyperplane section of X of dimension n−m+ 1 does
not intersect the locus S ⊂ X , where S := Sing(F )/Γ. From this we deduce
Theorem 3. Let n > m ≥ 1 and let Γ ⊂ Aut(Bn) be a cocompact lattice of
biholomorphic automorphisms. Let Φ : Γ → Aut(Bm) be a homomorphism into
the automorphism group Aut(Bm) of Bm, and F : Bn → Bm be a nonconstant
holomorphic map equivariant with respect to Φ which is a holomorphic submersion
at some point. Let Sing(F ) ⊂ Bn be the Γ-invariant subset consisting of points
where F fails to be a submersion, i.e., where dF is of rank < m, which descends to
a complex-analytic subvariety S ⊂ X. Then, S is nonempty and dim(S) ≥ m− 1.
Remarks. Note that Theorem 3, applied to the special case of holomorphic
submersions f : X → Z between compact complex hyperbolic space forms, does
not imply Theorem 2. In fact, from the statement of Theorem 3 it does not even
follow that the image of f(S) = E ⊂ Z is of dimension m − 1, i.e., that E is of
codimension 1 on Z, since we do not know that the fiber of f |S : S → E over a
general point of E is isolated. Beyond saying that E ⊂ Z is of codimension 1,
Theorem 2 actually suggests that the codimension-1 components of E resemble an
ample divisor.
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For the study of Γ-equivariant holomorphic submersions F : Bn → Bm, the
arguments remain valid (with a simpler proof) when the target manifold is re-
placed by the Euclidean space or the complex projective space (cf. the proof of
Theorem 2). In particular, suppose ν1, · · ·νm are m linearly independent holomor-
phic 1-forms on a compact quotient X = Bn/Γ of the complex unit ball Bn, an
analogue of Theorem 3 remains valid for the holomorphic mapping F : Bn → Cm
obtained by integrating pull-backs of the holomorphic 1-forms ν1. · · ·νm by the
universal covering map π : Bn → X . In other words, we have for the mapping F
obtained as integrals of Abelian differentials the following statement on singulari-
ties of the meromorphic foliation defined by level sets of F .
Theorem 4. Let n > m ≥ 1. Let Γ ⊂ Aut(Bn) be a cocompact lattice of biholo-
morphic automorphisms, X := Bn/Γ. Let ν1, · · · , νm be m holomorphic 1-forms
on X which are linearly independent at a general point of X. Let S ⊂ X be the sub-
variety at which ν1, · · · , νm fail to be linearly independent. Then, dim(S) ≥ m−1.
§3 Generalization to complex hyperbolic space forms of finite volume
In this section, we prove a version of Theorem 1 in the case where Γ ⊂ Aut(Bn)
is a non-uniform lattice. This means that the quotient Bn/Γ is non-compact, but
the volume of X with respect to ωX is finite. Our arguments are quite elementary,
in the sense that they do not make use of any compactification of X .
Theorem 1’. Let Γ ⊂ Aut(Bn) be a lattice of biholomorphic automorphisms. Let
Φ : Γ → Aut(Bm) be a homomorphism and F : Bn → Bm be a holomorphic
submersion equivariant with respect to Φ. Suppose either m ≥ 2 or Γ ⊂Aut(Bn)
is cocompact. Then, m = n and F ∈ Aut(Bn).
When Γ ⊂ Aut(Bn) is a non-uniform lattice, it is necessary to impose the
condition m ≥ 2. In fact, for m = 1 there are plenty of unramified holomorphic
maps between Kobayashi-hyperbolic punctured Riemann surfaces which are not
topological coverings (cf. Remarks after the proof).
Proof of Theorem 1’. We only have to prove the theorem when Γ ⊂ Aut(Bn) is
torsion-free andX := Bn/Γ is non-compact. In this situation, we can argue exactly
as in the proof of Theorem 1 if we show that Proposition 1 is still valid. In fact, the
proof of the vanishing of
[
ωX−ωm
]n−m+1
as an (n−m+1, n−m+1)–cohomology
class goes along the same line because in particular the Hirzebruch Proportionality
Principle remains valid, but we need to explain why
(
ωX − ωm
)n−m+1 ≡ 0 on X .
Let us remark that when m = 1, n −m + 1 = n, and in this case the vanishing
of the class above does not give any information since H2n(X,R) = 0 if X is
non-compact.
In order to continue the proof, we need to recall some facts about the geometry
of the manifold X (see W. M. Goldman’s book [Go] or [KM] for more details). It
is the union of a compact part and of a finite number of disjoint cusps. Each cusp
C is diffeomorphic to a product N × [0,+∞) where N is a compact quotient of a
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horosphere HS of Bn centered at a point ∞ ∈ ∂Bn. The fundamental group ΓC
of C may be identified with the stabilizer in Γ of the horosphere HS.
Let (z, v, t) ∈ Cn−1 × R × R be horospherical coordinates associated to HS.
The 1-form ς = 1
2π
e−t(2Im〈〈z, dz〉〉− dv), as well as dz, t and dt2 are invariant by
ΓC and the metric gX takes the form
gX =
1
2π
(dt2 + ς2 + 4e−t〈〈dz, dz〉〉)
in the cusp C. The fundamental remark is that on the cusp C, dς = ωX (the
invariance of ς by ΓC allows to go down on C) and, because of the form of the
metric, |ς|gX is constant.
Let us go back to the proof of the proposition. Let K be a compact subset
of X which contains in its interior the compact part of X . Let χ ∈ C∞(X,R) be
a smooth function vanishing on the compact part of X , and equal to 1 on X\K.
The 1-form α = χς is well-defined on X (the definition of ς of course depends on
the cusp). Moreover, the 2-form (ωX −dα) has compact support in X . Therefore,∫
X
(
ωX − ωm
)n−m+1 ∧ ωm−2X ∧ (ωX − dα) = 0
since
(
ωX−ωm
)n−m+1
vanishes inHn−m+1,n−m+1(M,R) and since it is integrated
against a d-closed form with compact support.
As (X, gX) is complete, there exists an exhaustive sequence (Kν)ν∈N of com-
pact subsets of X and smooth cut-off functions ψν : X → [0, 1] which are identi-
cally equal to one on Kν , vanish on X\Kν+1, and verify |dψν |gX ≤ 2−ν . Now, by
the Schwarz Lemma,
∣∣(ωX−ωm)n−m+1∣∣gX is uniformly bounded by some constant.
Noting that (X,ωX) is of finite volume,
lim
ν→+∞
∫
X
(
ωX − ωm
)n−m+1 ∧ ωm−2X ∧ dψν ∧ α = 0
and then∫
X
(
ωX−ωm
)n−m+1∧ωm−2X ∧dα = limν→+∞
∫
X
(
ωX−ωm
)n−m+1∧ωm−2X ∧d(ψν α) = 0.
We immediately deduce that∫
X
(
ωX − ωm
)n−m+1 ∧ ωm−1X = 0
and then, that the conclusion of Proposition 1 is true. The proof of Theorem 1’ is
complete. 
Remarks.
1) Theorem 1’, as it is stated, is trivially false when X is non-compact and n = 1.
For example, let Υ ⊂ Aut(B1) be any cocompact lattice, Y = B1/Υ. Let X be
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the same Riemann surface as Y with p > 0 punctures. Then, there exists a lattice
Γ ⊂ Aut(B1) such that X is biholomorphic to B1/Γ but the embedding X →֒ Y ,
which is also a submersion, is not isometric.
2) Other than standard examples, very few examples of representations of lattices
of Aut(Bn) into Aut(Bm) are known. Nevertheless, one can find in Deligne-
Mostow [DM] some examples — based on a construction of R. Livne´ [Liv] — of
non-trivial holomorphic maps f : X −→ Y between compact complex hyperbolic
manifolds, with n = 2 and m = 1 (cf. also Kapovich [Ka]). It is conceivable that
the method of construction as expounded in [DM] can also lead to examples with
n = 3 and m = 1, although no such examples are available in the literature. We
also refer to the examples of Mostow in the case n = m = 2 detailed by Toledo [To].
3) When Γ is arithmetic, the Satake-Borel-Baily compactification X, which is
projective-algebraic, is obtained by adding a finite number of cusps, which are
isolated singularities of X. The proof of Theorem 1’ can then be obtained by
slicing X to obtain hyperplane sections which avoid the cusps. When m ≥ 2 then
n − m + 1 ≤ n − 1. The vanishing of (ωX − ωm)n−m+1 on all such hyperplane
sections implies its identical vanishing on X , which gives Theorem 1’. The same
argument applies in the case of non-arithmetic quotients. Here it is known that X
can be compactified by adding a finite number of points (Siu-Yau [SY]), but the
proof of its projective-algebraicity does not seem to be available in the literature.
In place of overloading the article with writing down a self-contained proof of the
latter, we have chosen to present the more elementary argument here.
4) For Γ ⊂ Aut(Bn) a non-uniform lattice, the case of Theorem 1’ for n = m ≥ 2
is already non-trivial. It implies in particular that a local biholomorphism from
a non-compact complex hyperbolic space form of finite volume into a complex
hyperbolic space form is necessarily a covering map, which was established in Mok
[Mok2, p.174ff.] in a much more elaborate way by the method of Hermitian metric
rigidity applied to certain homogeneous holomorphic vector bundles.
§4 Structure of holomorphic submersions from finite volume quotients
of bounded symmetric domains into the complex unit ball
In this section we consider the general structure of holomorphic submersions of
quotients of bounded symmetric domains Ω into the complex unit ball. Let Ω =
Ω1 × · · · × Ωq be the decomposition of Ω into a product of irreducible bounded
symmetric domains Ωi, 1 ≤ i ≤ q. We assume that each Ωi is noncompact and
denote by Aut(Ωi) the group of biholomorphic automorphisms of Ωi. Let Γ ⊂
Aut(Ω) be a lattice. After passing to a subgroup of Γ of finite index, one can always
assume that Γ is torsion-free and belongs to Aut0(Ω), the identity component of
Aut(Ω). Then, there exists a partition I1, . . . , Ip of {1, . . . , q} and irreducible
lattices ΓIk ⊂ Πi∈IkAut0(Ωi) such that Γ = Πpi=1ΓIk . The fact that the ΓIk are
irreducible means that for any proper subset J of Ik the projection of ΓIk into
Πj∈JAut0(Ωj) is dense (see [Ra, Cor. 5.21]). We shall denote by X the quotient
manifold Ω/Γ. Note that the tangent bundle of X has a natural decomposition
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TX = TX,1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ TX,q coming from the decomposition of Ω.
The following result is a consequence of Theorems 1 and 1’, and of Hermitian
metric rigidity (see [Mok1] to which we will frequently refer below).
Theorem 5. Let Ω, Γ and X be as above. Let Φ : Γ → Aut(Bm) be a homo-
morphism and F : Ω→ Bm be a holomorphic submersion equivariant with respect
to Φ. Suppose that m ≥ 2 or that X is compact. Then, there exists a Hermitian
symmetric space Ω′ such that Ω = Bm × Ω′ and F is the natural projection onto
Bm composed with an element of Aut(Bm).
Proof. We show first that there exists ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , q} such that the restriction of
dF to ⊕j 6=ℓTX,j vanishes identically. Let z(i) = (z(i)1 , . . . , z(i)ni ) be Euclidean coor-
dinates on Ωi in terms of its Harish-Chandra embedding and z = (z
(1), . . . , z(q))
be the corresponding coordinates on Ω. We endow Ωi with the (unique up to some
constant) Bergman metric hi and denote by πi : Ω → Ωi the natural projection.
Consider now the Ka¨hler metric h =
∑
π∗i hi + F
∗gm on Ω. We note once for
all that, because of the Schwarz Lemma, h is dominated by a constant multi-
ple of
∑
π∗i hi. Indeed, the holomorphic sectional curvature of hi is negative and
bounded from below, and the holomorphic sectional curvature on Bm is negative
and constant.
The metric h goes down on X . From the proof of Theorem 4 in [Mok1] it
follows easily that the 2-tensor F ∗gm is given by
F ∗gm = 2Re
( ∑
1≤i≤q
1≤j,k≤ni
a
(i)
jk¯
(z(i)) dz
(i)
j ⊗ dz¯(i)k + 2
∑
1≤i<i′≤q
1≤j≤ni
1≤k≤n
i′
b
(i,i′)
jk¯
(z) dz
(i)
j ⊗ dz¯(i
′)
k
)
for some functions a
(i)
jk¯
: Ωi → C, b(i,i
′)
jk¯
: Ω → C. In fact, if Ωi has at least
rank two then the matrix of functions (a
(i)
jk¯
) defines the canonical Ka¨hler-Einstein
metric on Ωi (the (ir)reducibility of Γ does not play any role in that case). If Ωi
is of rank one, the functions a
(i)
jk¯
only depend on the coordinates of Ωi, and they
define the canonical Ka¨hler-Einstein metric on Ωi whenever the cardinality of the
multi-index Ik containing i is at least 2. Since the (1, 1)-form associated to F
∗gm
is d-closed, b
(i,i′)
jk¯
must be holomorphic in the z(i)-coordinates and antiholomorphic
in the z(i
′)-coordinates.
Suppose now that there exists x ∈ Ω, two integers i 6= i′ and tangent vectors
ξ = ∂/∂z
(i)
j , η = ∂/∂z
(i′)
j′ ∈ TΩ,x whose images by dxF do not vanish. We endow
the vector bundle TX,i ⊕ TX,i′ with the metric π∗hi + π∗hi′ + (F ∗gm)|TX,i⊕TX,i′
and denote by Θ its curvature tensor. In other words, TX,i ⊕ TX,i′ is identified
with a holomorphic vector subbundle of TX,i ⊕ TX,i′ ⊕ F ∗TBm by the embedding
i(ηi, ηj) = (ηi, ηj , df(ηi+ ηj)), from which it inherits a Hermitian metric. Because
of the curvature decreasing property of the curvature for holomorphic subbundles,
and since bisectional curvatures of Bm are strictly negative, we have Θξξ¯ηη¯ 6= 0
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(see the proof of Lemma 2 in [Mok1]). But in the previous notations,
(F ∗gm)|TX,i⊕TX,i′ = 2Re
( ∑
1≤j,k≤ni
a
(i)
jk¯
(z(i)) dz
(i)
j ⊗ dz¯(i)k +
∑
1≤j,k≤ni′
a
(i′)
jk¯
(z(i
′)) dz
(i′)
j ⊗ dz¯(i
′)
k + 2
∑
1≤j≤ni
1≤k≤n
i′
b
(i,i′)
jk¯
(z) dz
(i)
j ⊗ dz¯(i
′)
k
)
and from the properties of the functions a
(i)
jk¯
, a
(i′)
jk¯
and b
(i,i′)
jk¯
, we deduce that the
value of Θξξ¯ηη¯ is not affected by the presence of the term F
∗gm and hence that
Θξξ¯ηη¯ = 0. This is a contradiction, thus dF must vanish in the direction of all the
Ωi but one at each point of Ω. By holomorphicity of F , dF must vanish identically
in the direction of each factor except one, say Ω1. One can therefore regard F as
a map from Ω1 to B
m.
As a consequence, we can assume that Γ = ΓI1 with 1 ∈ I1. If I1 = {1} then
Theorem 1 of [Mok1] applied to (Ω1/Γ1, h1) and the metric h1 + F
∗gm implies
that Ω1 must be a complex unit ball, otherwise X1 = Ω1/Γ1 is of rank ≥ 2, and
F ∗gm = c h1 for some constant c by Hermitian metric rigidity, which is impossible
as gm is of strictly negative bisectional curvature. So we can apply Theorem 1
or 1’, and Theorem 5 is proved in this case. In other cases, it follows directly
from Theorem 4 of [Mok1] that F ∗gm = c h1 for some global constant c. Then,
necessarily, Ω1 = B
m and F : Bm → Bm must be injective and proper, so F ∈
Aut(Bm). 
Remarks. If, in the previous theorem, the image of Φ is supposed to be discrete
(which is the case whenever F is induced by a holomorphic map from X to a
complex hyperbolic space form) then Γ must be reducible. More precisely, Γ =
Γ0 × Γ′ where Γ0 ⊂ Aut(Bm) and Γ′ ⊂ Aut0(Ω′) are lattices. Indeed, if this
were not the case, the projection pr1(Γ) into Aut(B
m) would be dense. This is
impossible since pr1(Γ) is conjugate to Φ(Γ) in Aut(B
m), by Theorem 5.
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